
Gunki Baitcasting rod Iron-T Chooten C 
215ML 5-14g

Gunki

Product number: GU-52379

Small tecnical marvel.

Weight: 0.132 kg
195,00 €
174,99 € * 174,99 €

Gunki Chooten, a new series of extraordinary rods.
The new Gunki Iron-T Chooten series are the best rods Gunki has ever built! All made exclusively with 
Japanese high performance carbon mats from Toray (highly modulated IM30 & IM40 carbon with optimized 
resin content). The profile of the blanks was designed for maximum precision and resonance. The sensitivity 
of the rods to the angler has been achieved through the use of Fuji reel seats and carbon parts in critical 
areas. The direct contact of the hand to the blank is always guaranteed, which makes it impossible to miss 
the information provided, such as structure of the ground and hesitant mumblings, etc. Gunki went to great 
effort to make the rods custom-made. Therefore most of them will fit into the anger's hands like a glove. 
Depending on the model, Fuji K guides or Fuji Micro guides were used to guarantee the lightness and 
balance of the blanks. All rods have a very nervous action and are designed "fast" or "extra fast". This design 
bguides high precision casting and perfect animation of the bait. If you need to jiggle fast and hard, then the 
bait follows immediately after each movement of the rod without delay. For maximum stability when 
fighting with big predators, the handpiece is reinforced with a woven carbon mat. Fast and stylish rods that 
embody 100% of the spirit of the Iron-T series!

The Gunki Chooten C 215ML is a small technical marvel! This baitcaster model has been designed for 
linear finesse methods (micro jig, drip shot, smaller softbaits ...). The fine tip makes it easy to throw light 
weights and inhale the bait while biting. Especially when fishing with thin lines, the tip must not be too 
hard! With a length of 2.15m, long casts are a breeze. Top also for small cranks and blades.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

